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Abstract
When presenting the fundamental beliefs of Christianity to students in Asia, the question is: Where to begin?
“Begin with Jesus of Nazareth” is the common answer. Yet, was Jesus of Nazareth the founder of Christianity? In real-
ity, Christianity began from one person’s formal letters, Paul of Tarsus (c. 5-67 CE). Through these letters, addressed to
various Christ communities around the Roman Empire, we encounter an extraordinary consciousness, one of the great
figures of Western civilization and arguably the most influential. These letters show not only Paul’s complicated person-
ality but also a complicated social-historical context: the mixtures of ethnic groups in the Eastern Mediterranean of the
first-century CE. Paul’s letters ignited the most far-reaching social experimentation the world has known. But why
would Paul, a Jew in the Diaspora, insist that his religion of Judaism transcend its ethnic boundaries? In this article, I
will review a little of these extraordinary letters, with a short biographical sketch, before highlighting two of Paul’s per-
manent contributions to Western religious consciousness: 1) the belief that Jesus of Nazareth’s death and resurrection
were experientially redemptive; 2) the belief that the Christ congregations were the New Israel. Why Paul articulated
these ideas can only be hinted at.
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1. Introduction
Christianity was born out of a first-century
Christ myth (myth here meaning symbols that
point to spiritual and social truths), one of six
early movements centered on Jesus of Nazareth
(c. 4 BCE-30 CE). 1) None of the other movements
up until the 60s CE shared the myth’s beliefs
about Jesus: a death and resurrection, a bread
and wine meal or sacrament, a baptism as a sym-
bol of a life reborn, a new covenant based on Je-
sus’ sacrifice, a belief that Jesus fulfilled or made
void the Laws of Moses, or that Jesus came to
save the whole world (most felt Jesus had come
to teach fellow Jews). The five other movements
believed Jesus’ teachings were most important.
Jesus’ original Galilean followers, whom scholars
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identify as the “Q community” (Q is from Quelle,
“source” in German), were responsible for writing
down Jesus’ Aramaic sayings--hence the “source,”
sayings that the writers of Matthew and Luke’s
gospels incorporated. As with the sayings of Q,
which include the Sermon on the Mount and the
Lord’s Prayer, we have only traces of the other
five movements in the New Testament. The vi-
sion of these “Jesus people,” as scholars call them,
is therefore gravely contextualized by the Christ
myth and later theologies based on it. This leads
to a central question: Of these early movements,
why did the Christ myth get the upper hand?
This article focuses on Christianity’s origins
from the perspective of a “social determinism,”
that that day’s cultural mix created a favorable
environment for the Christ myth to flourish vis-à-
vis the others. Further, a single individual gave
the Christ myth its underlying impetus to sur-
vive. That individual, Paul of Tarsus (c. 5-67 CE),
is at the heart of the world’s largest religion, fol-
lowed at least nominally by over two billion peo-
ple today.
Paul and the early Christ communities arose in
the urban areas of the Eastern Mediterranean;
the movement probably originated in Antioch, in
today’s southern Turkey, about two hundred
miles southeast of Tarsus, Paul’s hometown; the
Jesus communities, on the other hand, were in
Galilee and Palestine. While this region was not a
backwater, it went through great social disrup-
tion during the Roman-Jewish War (66-73 CE).
These communities, which had many more parti-
sans than the Eastern Mediterranean Christ com-
munities, were stillborn by upheaval.
The early Christ communities also had the ad-
vantage of an early, original literature, of easy ac-
cess to regions around the Mediterranean on
good Roman roads, and a mind-set that was “Hel-
lenistic” and so accessible to the general popula-
tion. The Christ myth also fit in well with an un-
derlying sense of Empire: Everyone in the world
was potentially under Roman rule just as the
Kingdom of God was open to all (Daniell 2003:27-
8). Little wonder it spread so quickly. Paul had
forged an imperialist bent long before Christian-
ity became Rome’s official religion in 325 CE.
When considering Paul’s multi-dimensional
personality and his extraordinary influence we
need to do it with care. Today’s world conde-
scends to the past as a time more primitive and
superstitious, less sophisticated, but this would be
a mistake with Paul of Tarsus. Paul is so much
more imaginative, capacious, with greater dialec-
tical abilities than he can be given credit for. To-
day, who among us can write letters that would
form the foundational doctrines of the world’s
largest religion? Who among us can bend history
with herself or himself at the center? These ques-
tions help to see how large a figure looms in Paul
the Apostle and how great a shadow he still casts
on the world. Taking in the whole of Paul, there-
fore, could only be tackled by the greatest of po-
ets. But more lowly students of culture and civili-
zation also require a clear understanding of Paul
and his “gospel” that founded a religion, since it is
part of the riddle of why the world is the way it is
today.
Paul’s only rivals in the West for influence on
perceptions are its great poets, two of whom
stand out as “religious” or “Christian” poets: John
Milton (1608-1674) and Dante Aligheri (1265-
1321). Milton’s Paradise Lost (1652) is on a par
with Paul’s letters in the way it transforms per-
ceptions. To call Milton’s sweeping panorama a
“myth” does not do it justice. Paradise Lost is
mythological by today’s definition, but it is also
language that suggests a parallel reality. Dante is
closer to Paul in temperament; like Paul, Dante
saw himself as a prophet. In his Divine Comedy
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(1308-1321) Dante showed that Beatrice, a young
Florentine woman whom he had greeted for-
mally a few times at the market place (and who
after snubbed him), was a heavenly spirit, an In-
carnation of the Divine, with special powers to
aid humanity; he fully expected the Holy Roman
Church to embrace his discovery of this pure bea-
tific saint. Dante was as extreme as Paul and as
confident as a mouthpiece for divinity.
Milton and Dante, however, were writing for
posterity; Paul had no such concept when he
wrote his letters. Under the urgency of Jesus’
soon “Second Coming” (Parousia in Greek), Paul
heatedly addressed immediate challenges, thus
displaying his spontaneous myth-making prow-
ess. Milton’s Satan and Dante’s Beatrice remain
literary figures, howbeit some of most influential
of all time. Paul’s writing, however, is revered as
sacred scripture, with his Christ Jesus becoming
the God of Western Civilization. Scholars of
Dante and Milton believe they understand some-
thing of these poets’personalities, both so very idi-
osyncratic. We are never sure we know Paul,
who once described his own enigmas (1 Corinthi-
ans 9:20-22):
To the Jews I became as a Jew, so that I might
win Jews; to those who are under the Law...
so that I might win those who are under the
Law; to those who are without law, as with-
out law...so that I might win those without
law. To the weak I become weak, that I might
win the weak; I have become all things to all
men, so that I may be all means save some.
How Paul appears has something to do with
who we are, whether we are Jews, religious, non-
religious, or simply “weak.” Paul has designs on
all of us. In this regard he is similar to Sigmund
Freud (1856-1938) and Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821
-1881), perhaps the West’s most tendentious
great writers after Paul. Readers squirm as they
read The Interpretation of Dreams (1900) and
Crime and Punishment (1866) even as they are
dazzled by the richness of insight and language.
Yet Freud (psychoanalysis) and Dostoevsky (Or-
thodox Christianity) had to give their messages
indirectly, Freud as scientism and Dostoevsky as
literature. Paul is direct, without filters, and cor-
ners the reader even as he zeros in on winning
her or him. Paul forces readers to become buried
and raised with Christ Jesus even when they are
not sure exactly what that means. And Paul
could not or would not temper himself as he
strong-armed his way into history. No doubt he is
truthful, where in 2 Corinthians 11:24-25 he said,
“Five times I have received from the Jews thirty-
nine (lashes). Three times I was beaten with rods,
once I was stoned.” Yet part of Paul’s greatness,
and his pathos, is his unyielding certainty. 2)
Paul packs a punch. What stands out most is
not his resources of language (which are extraor-
dinary), or his sometimes tricky and convoluted
argumentations (difficult to comprehend outside
Christian expositions), but his personality--his tor-
tured striving, his shear will to create a new
world with all the traumas this entailed. With the
Christ myth Paul worked magic. In Paul’s hands
Jesus of Nazareth, an itinerate sage from Galilee,
became the Eternal Redeemer. Paul accom-
plished what Dante had hoped to: to forever alter
Western religious consciousness by centering it
on a divine presence in human form. In today’s
Christianity (mostly in Protestant, but to a less
extent also in Roman Catholic), Paul’s letters take
precedence over Jesus’ words. Its theologies
often interpret Jesus’ teachings through Paul’s
letters, still so remarkably supple. Paul’s Jesus is
their Jesus and Paul’s dichotomies are also theirs.
Paul is oddly multi-cultural, but only if one ac-
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cepts his strict banner. His only peer for univer-
sal influence is Muhammad. At present Paul has
a comfortable lead in today’s global civilization.
Further, Paul’s letters, with Philo of Alexandria
(20 BCE-50 CE) and Flavius Josephus (37-100
CE), the Latin name for Josef ben Matityahu of
Galilee, make up the sparse personal testimonials
of first-century Jews. Of these remarkable per-
sonages, only Paul details his personal spiritual
journey, in letters that span over ten years or so
(50-62 CE). Paul reveals his insecurities even as
he evolved and like a laser focused on a few fun-
damental concepts. Both Paul and Philo had a
classical Greek education and both altered that
day’s Judaism by placing the Hebrew Scriptures
in a Greek context. Yet the God of Paul and Philo,
like the God of Plato and Aristotle, is completely
spiritual, devoid of personality, so unlike the iras-
cible YHWH of the Hebrew Bible’s J writer, a
truly personal God overflowing with personality
(Bloom 2005:197). While Philo was a philosopher,
and Josephus an untrustworthy historian, Paul
can only be described as a radical, as Daniel
Boyarin (1994) has done. What Philo did for phi-
losophy and theology, Paul did for mythology--yet
the Platonism of Paul is palpable, his strict divi-
sion of “flesh” and “spirit.” No doubt Paul in his
own mind firmly remained a Jew, though with a
strange universal twist, as he overreached to
open the House of Israel to everyone. We in fact
learn more from Paul about the interiors of that
day’s Judaism, though arguably Paul was mis-
taken about nearly everything relating to his tra-
dition’s sacred scriptures.
Paul has had his critics. Friedrich Nietzsche
(1844-1900), in The Jewish Antichrist (1888), is his
harshest (quoted in Meeks 1972:291-295):
Paul is the incarnation of a type which is the
reverse of that of the Savior; he is the genius
in hatred, in the standpoint of hatred, and in
the relentless logic of hatred. And alas what
did this antichrist not sacrifice to his hatred!
Above all the Savior himself; he nailed him
to his cross. Christ’s life, his example, his doc-
trine and death, the sense and the right of
the gospel--not a vestige of all this was left,
once this forger, prompted by his hatred, had
understood in it only that which could serve
his purpose. Not reality: not historical truth
…. What he wanted was power; with St. Paul
the priest again aspired to power--he could
make use only of concepts, doctrines, sym-
bols with which masses may be tyrannized
over, and with which herds are formed.”
(Italics in the original)
Nietzsche, rather obsessed with Paul, saw in
him an essentially hostile spirit, whose primary
goal was not to save humanity but to dominate it
through dogmas. Paul’s ferociousness is certainly
clear, first as a persecutor of the early church and
later as a brow-beater of all other gospel interpre-
tations. Harold Bloom (2005:53) asked a relevant
question: “Can anyone like Paul?” Nietzsche also
recognized that Paul had little interest in Jesus of
Nazareth the person or in his teachings. Was Paul
a blind, domineering fanatic, compulsive and delu-
sional, as Nietzsche claimed? George Bernard
Shaw (1856-1950), more detached, is also a critic
in Nietzsche’s spirit (quoted in Meeks 1972:296-
301):
He (Paul) is no more a Christian than Jesus
was a Baptist; he is a disciple of Jesus only
as Jesus was a disciple of John. He does noth-
ing that Jesus would have done, and says
nothing that Jesus would have said…. He is
more Jewish than the Jews, more Roman
than the Romans, proud of both ways, full of
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startling confessions and self-revelations that
would not surprise us if they were slipped
into the pages of Nietzsche, tormented by an
intellectual conscience… but always hope-
lessly in the toils of Sin, Death, and Logic,
which had no power over Jesus.
Both Nietzsche and Shaw saw Paul as a usurp-
er, a hijacker of Jesus’ vision, who misappropri-
ated the Christ myth to act on his impulse to
dominate; for both, Paul was a fraud. Yet was
Shaw (and Nietzsche by implication) correct in
saying, “He does nothing that Jesus would have
done…”? If we take the original seventeen-
hundred words of Q 1, considered by scholars as
Jesus’ authentic words, we find this amazing par-
able (Luke 13:20-21): 3)
And He again said, “To what shall I compare
the kingdom of God? It is leaven, which a
woman took and hid in three measures of
flour until it was all leavened.”
Jesus, believing his teachings would leaven the
world, anticipated a universal transformation into
God’s kingdom, perhaps by the following harvest
(Schweitzer 1906:358). Was Jesus any less auda-
cious than Paul, who gave Jesus’ teachings a prac-
tical roadmap? Paul articulates his stark, stagger-
ing universalism in Galatians 3:28-29: “There is
neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor
free man, there is neither male nor female; for
you are all one in Christ Jesus.”
Below, I will outline the few things we can
know of Saint Paul the person before considering
two of his most original contributions to Western
religious consciousness: 1) his articulation of a Je-
sus’ noble death and his centering of this on a per-
sonal identification with Jesus’s death and resur-
rection; 2) his appropriation of Israel’s epic for the
Christ congregations, which became the New Is-
rael. With someone as mighty and as allusive as
Saint Paul, however, we can only see him darkly
as through a glass, never face to face.
2. Paul’s writing
Even with a casual reading of the New Testa-
ment one is struck by Paul’s commanding pres-
ence.4) The thirteen letters attributed to Paul
make up almost half of the twenty-seven New
Testament books (see Appendix 1); Acts of the
Apostles, the story of Paul spreading the Christ
myth from the Eastern Mediterranean to Rome,
is longer than each of the gospels except Luke’s. 5)
Paul’s letters, both authentic and pseudepigraphi-
cal, with Acts of the Apostles, make up one-third
of the New Testament. Paul’s letters are also the
earliest material of what was to become “Christi-
anity.” The sayings of Jesus go back to Jesus him-
self of course, but these sayings of Q were not
written down until a little after Paul’s earliest let-
ter, 1 Thessalonians, around 50 CE. Of the thir-
teen letters attributed to Paul, scholars tell us
that only seven are indisputably his:
1. 1 Thessalonians 49-51 CE
2. Galatians 52-53 CE
3. 1 Corinthians 53-54 CE
4. 2 Corinthians (parts of five letters com-
bined) 55-57 CE
5. Romans 56-58 CE
6. Philemon 60-62 CE
7. Philippians 60-62 CE (parts of at least
three separate letter fragments)
Paul’s authentic letters are precious indeed, a
window opened on a singular moment of social
history that changed the course of history. Com-
puter analysis, however, has shown that the let-
ters of 1 Thessalonians and Philippians do not
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match the writer’s style of the other five. This
analysis, called Stylometry, focuses on an individ-
ual’s linguistic style; like a fingerprint, each per-
son’s writing is slightly different. With 1 Thessa-
lonians and Philippians, Paul’s personality indeed
comes through, but there are good reasons these
do not match the style of Paul’s other letters. 1
Thessalonians was tampered with in later gen-
erations. While Paul did see certain Jewish prac-
tices, like circumcision and exclusive table fellow-
ship, as restrictive and unnecessary, he never ex-
presses any animus toward his kinsmen, or even
to formal Judaism represented by the Pharisees,
the usual targets of vituperation by all gospel
writers except the writer of Mark’s gospel. In
fact, Paul arrogates to himself a Mosaic entreaty
from Exodus 32:32 for YHWH to blot him out for
the sake of Israel’s salvation: “For I could wish
that I myself were accursed and cut off from
Christ for the sake of my brethren, my kinsmen
by race” (Romans 9:3), saying later that “all Israel
will be saved” (Romans 11:26). Certainly, Paul
would not have written the anti-Semitic verses of
1:14-15:
For you, brethren, became imitators of the
churches of God in Christ Jesus that are in Ju-
dea, for you also endured the same sufferings
at the hands of your own countrymen, even as
they did from the Jews, who both killed the
Lord Jesus and the prophets, and drove us
out. They are not pleasing to God, but hostile
to all men, hindering us from speaking to the
Gentiles (non-Jews) so that they may be saved;
with the result that they always fill up the
measure of the sins. But wrath has come upon
them to the uttermost.
This section of I Thessalonians could only have
been written after the Roman-Jewish War that
resulted in the Jerusalem Temple’s destruction in
70 CE, which “wrath has come upon them to the
uttermost” refers to. With Philippians we have
fragments of three letters. These may have been
dictated (tradition holds that Paul had poor eye-
sight), explaining differences from Paul’s linguis-
tic style. Scholars agree that Paul’s letter to the
Philippians is the last time we hear from him.
Scholars are divided on the letters below, be-
tween conservative and liberal, and I offer the
dates of the more liberal view, all written after
Paul’s death sometime between 64 and 67 CE
(conservative scholars, I should add, claim all thir-
teen letters as Paul’s):
1. Colossians (78-80 CE)
2. Ephesians (90-95 CE)
3. Hebrews (90-95 CE)
4. 2 Thessalonians (95-100 CE)
Colossians and Ephesians are the works of a
Pauline school (or schools). Both are flat com-
pared to the fiery personality of Paul’s authentic
letters. Paul, whatever his faults, is never hum-
drum. Colossians and Ephesians are by contrast
formulaic, obvious imitations of their great foun-
der. The letter to the Ephesians holds an extreme
universalism that leaves the earth and all its divi-
sions for the heavenly realms. Paul knew ethnic-
ity could not be evaded and was cognizant of the
steps from point “A” to point “B.” Ephesians,
though, attempts a virtual world with almost no
ways and means to get there. Colossians has
more supporters as an authentic letter, but Paul
is not in Colossians either; it lacks the “spirit”
that he insisted everyone have.
The letter to the Hebrews, a long Midrashim
(“Interpretation” in Hebrew), is altogether differ-
ent thematically. Conservative scholars since
time immemorial have wanted to claim it as from
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Paul’s hand, but the monstrous portrayal of Jesus
as both High Priest and Sacrifice is not consonant
with anything that Paul had touched on in his
authentic letters. In fact, some early church fa-
thers were reluctant to include it in early Chris-
tian canons (Mack 1995:189-90); it was too freak-
ish and they doubted Paul’s authorship. The let-
ter, crafted by a gifted writer and thinker (a Jew)
influenced by a Pauline school, is remarkable for
revealing the extraordinary intellectual experi-
mentation of the first century CE. The writer,
who identifies himself as a “male” with Greek
gender pronouns six times, takes readers on a re-
visionist trip through Jewish history, but in the
end he encourages everyone to submit to those
who guard their souls (Hebrews 13:17), showing
his audience is an established Christ congrega-
tion of the late first century. The writer’s tone is
another striking difference with Paul. Paul’s let-
ters are almost always breathless in urgency,
perhaps written in the heat of passion over a few
days without sleep. The letter to the Hebrews, by
contrast, is at a more leisurely pace, over some
months of thoughtful reflection, through many
drafts. The writer is not angry as Paul sometimes
was, but irritable, saying to his flock “you have
become dull of hearing” (Hebrews 5:11).
All three letters were from intellectuals under
Paul’s influence, perhaps between 80-95 CE, to
the established Christ congregations when dis-
traction tempted as Jesus tarried. The letter of 2
Thessalonians is also the work of a Pauline intel-
lectual, yet most of it repeats 1 Thessalonians,
with some purple prose. These four letters take
for granted well-established ritualized conven-
tions of Christ congregations.
Usually called the “Pastoral Epistles,” scholars
believe the following are also pseudepigraphical,
written in Asia Minor in the first third of the sec-
ond century:
1. 1 Timothy (120-130 CE)
2. 2 Timothy (120-130 CE)
3. Titus (120-130 CE)
The Pastoral Epistles addressed concerns of
discipline over ethics and honoring the leader-
ship. The letter to Titus is shockingly unenlight-
ened, repeating a proverb, a racial slur really:
“Cretans (the people of Crete) are always liars,
evil beasts, lazy gluttons” (Titus 1 : 12). The dyna-
mism of the Christ myth’s social experimentation
had long faded, replaced by professional adminis-
trators keeping the flock in line; these are color-
less when juxtaposed to Paul, who had a bit too
much personality. Alas, professionalization comes
at a high cost.
3. Schools and attribution in Paul’s time
Some will ask: How dare a person write in the
name of Paul the Apostle? This comes as a jolt,
because we look at attribution through the filters
of copyright and intellectual property laws, very
recent inventions in human civilization. Crea-
tively re-imagining what a founder or esteemed
teacher might have said to address present con-
cerns, however, was normal for schools and cults
(religious communities) of the Greco-Roman era.
It was also a way to categorize materials, show-
ing what “school” the writings were associated
with (Mack 1993:194). Religious communities con-
tinue attribution today, though in a somewhat dif-
ferent way. We may hear Christians declare, “I
am a Calvinist,” after John Calvin (1509-1564), or
“I am an Arminian,” after Jacobus Arminius (1560
-1620), whose doctrines are enshrined in Protes-
tant fellowships, Reformed and Evangelical de-
nominations respectively. Yet how can Calvin,
who articulated “predestination” in eternal salva-
tion, and Arminius, who stressed “free-will,” re-
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main relevant today? This is left to theologians
and teachers to give fresh spins to their vener-
able doctrines. Essentially, they say: “This is
what Calvin (or Arminius) meant when he said
such and such.”
In the Greco-Roman era it was acceptable to in-
terpret what Paul the Apostle might have said
were he alive, but to sign it “Paul the Apostle.”
Any addition to an honored figure, however, was
done with care; the document was amended, like
a charter--or a new one created--by consensus
among the group over particular questions and
challenges it faced. What is more, the “image” of a
founder might change over time and with it the
tone of later attributions. The Paul of his authen-
tic letters is a fierce polemicist. Yet, in around 125
CE, when Acts of the Apostles (the fifth book of
the New Testament) was written, already the
non-Jewish community’s image of Paul had
changed (Peters 2007:26). Paul was now a miracle-
worker and healer, convincing even Roman
judges of the rightness of the Christian faith, a
polished intellectual giving formal discourses on
faith to the philosophers of Athens’ Mars Hill.6)
This “later Paul” affirmed Roman virtue and Ro-
man values. Paul’s conflict was now with the
Jews (in his letters it was with those in the Christ
congregations who believed they should also
practice formal Judaism). Acts of the Apostles
ends with Paul living in Rome, accepting visitors
in his rented house, as he waited for his court
case to be heard. The legend that Paul was mar-
tyred must be closer to the truth, given all the
lashings and beatings he said he endured. The
author of Acts, whose purpose was to show that
Christianity made people better Roman citizens,
could not mention that the Roman authorities
(probably) killed Paul.
This leads to a more controversial question:
What in the New Testament is “historical?” Does
Acts of the Apostles, for example, tell us truthful
things about Paul? The simple answer is “no.”
Like the gospels, Acts was written as a myth-
making fiction. Many, though, have been fooled
by this writer’s use of “we,” mistakenly believing
he was Paul’s traveling companion. For aeons
Acts has been seen as a memoir, dated to around
75-80 CE. Language analyses, with the writer’s
overt hostility toward Judaism to mark Christian-
ity’s separateness--a second Roman-Jewish War
(132-135) was perhaps already in the air--reveals
it could not have been written until late in the
first third of the second-century. Though perhaps
working with some records and bits of truthful
lore, the writer of Acts flatly contradicts what
Paul said about himself and his travels (Meeks
1983:40-45). 7) A Greek (Gentile) Christian, and a
literary genius, he wrote in the style of popular
Roman romance biographies, where a lot of lee-
way with the facts was taken for granted, thus
contaminating his credibility for historians.8) Eve-
rything in Acts of the Apostles is suspect.
In fact, as with the gospels and most New Tes-
tament letters, no one knows who wrote Acts of
the Apostles. Since the text belonged to the com-
munity (school) that commissioned it, the solitary
“hired” writer of a piece of literature did not add
his signature. It was only at the end of the second
century, when Christ congregations began to es-
teem followers of Jesus or followers of his follow-
ers, that church leaders retrospectively named
particular gospels or letters Matthew, Mark,
Luke, John, Peter, James, etc., figures mentioned
in earlier literature or by Paul. Nothing was dis-
honest in this. If a work was thought to convey
the “spirit” of an apostle or a follower of an apos-
tle, it could be identified with that person. Of the
twenty-seven New Testament books and letters,
only Paul’s seven letters, with the Book of Revela-
tion by an itinerate preacher known as “John,”
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are personally signed; all other signatures of the
gospels and letters, with salutations and greet-
ings, were added much later.
4. Paul, a biographical sketch
Who, then, is this person, Paul, and what can
we know of him? Paul has offered a few details
about himself and these can be taken as histori-
cally true. Paul writes that he was “circumcised
on the eight day, a member of the people of Is-
rael, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew born of
Hebrews; as to the law, a Pharisee; as to zeal, a
persecutor of the church; as to righteousness,
blameless” (Philippians 3:5-6). Paul was a Jew in
the Diaspora (“scattering” in Greek, diaspora, liv-
ing outside of Palestine). For nearly seven hun-
dred years by Paul’s time the Mediterranean had
been settled by waves of Jewish exiles fleeing
waves of foreign conquests: the Assyrian in 722
BCE, the Babylonian in 597 BCE, and the Greek
under Alexander the Great from 332 BCE. Six to
seven million Jews were living in the Diaspora in
the first-century CE, more in fact than in Pales-
tine (Meeks 1983:34). All the large cities in the
Eastern Mediterranean, including Alexandria,
had a Jewish population of between ten and fif-
teen percent. Antioch’s Jewish population may
have approached fifty-percent. Paul, then, was
part of a culture living permanently outside its
homeland. This, as we will see, would be crucial
for the development of Christianity, with Paul
blending the religious ideas of two cultures.
Paul’s letters show he was educated in classical
culture, in Greek and rhetoric, but also with a
deep understanding of his own traditions and its
scriptures (Mack 1995:100). Paul’s Bible, however,
is not the Hebrew Bible but its Greek translation,
the Septuagint. 9) Paul calls himself a “Pharisee,”
meaning a purist, following his “ancestral tradi-
tions” (Galatians 1:14). These traditions were pu-
rity codes, refraining from work on the Sabbath
(Saturday), giving to the poor, frequent washing,
keeping special dietary rules (no “unclean” foods,
such as pork and shellfish, and no eating with non
-Jews), practices that were part of Jewish identity
everywhere. Paul also claims a religious leader-
ship role, perhaps in Tarsus connected with its
synagogue (“assembly” in Greek, syngogē, meet-
ing places for Jews outside of Palestine). This role,
in whatever form, was part of his being “ad-
vanced in Judaism” (Galatians 1:14).
In Galatians 5:11, Paul said he once “preached
circumcision.” What did this mean? As a commit-
ted Jew in line with orthodox practices of the
time, Paul felt strongly that non-Jews (Greeks),
who were interested in Judaism and may have at-
tended synagogue prayers and Torah readings,
should follow the standard requirements for con-
version. Yes, Judaism had mass appeal in the Ro-
man world because of its antiquity, clear ethics,
and perceived authenticity. The Greeks called
Jews “philosophers,” a word of esteem, as they
did Indian Hindus (Boyarin 1994:57). Up to ten
percent of the Roman Empire at certain points
may have practiced some form of Judaism, in-
cluding one of the Flavian Emperors (Armstrong
1993:71). Synagogues had worked out strict re-
quirements for how non-Jews could join the fel-
lowship. Paul, then, was a proponent of proper
standards for conversion, particularly that male
converts be circumcised; perhaps he had been an
itinerate preacher of circumcision in the region’s
synagogues.
Paul wrote, “I used to persecute the church of
God beyond measure and tried to destroy it”
(Galatians 1:13). A new group had assaulted Paul’s
sense of right and wrong, a Jewish “Jesus move-
ment,” spreading into Asia Minor from either
northern Palestine or Galilee, welcomed Greeks
into their fellowship without any of Judaism’s
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typical preconditions. If Paul persecuted this
early Christ movement (1 Corinthians 15:9), when
did it begin and what exactly were its beliefs? It
could not have been well structured. Given that
Jesus’ teachings were from the late 20s, and
Paul’s encounter with it within five years or so
later, how much could it have evolved in so short
a time? Judging from Paul’s violence, it must
have been growing, even threatening the status
quo. Between Jesus’ sayings and Paul’s letters is a
twenty-year absence of written records. The lit-
tle we know of it comes from what scholars iden-
tify as “earlier Jesus material”: the miracle sto-
ries the writer of Mark’s gospel made use of, the
Q sayings that Matthew and Luke incorporated,
and what Paul tells us (see Appendix 2). Paul tells
us a great deal indeed. Surprisingly, the group
had developed a refined liturgy early on; it com-
posed the beautiful “Love Hymn” Paul quotes in 1
Corinthians 13. Paul quotes another remarkable
hymn in Philippians 2:5-11 (which I will refer to
again below):
Have this attitude in yourselves which was
also in Christ Jesus, who although He existed
in the form of God, did not regard equality
with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied
Himself, taking the form of a servant, and be-
ing made in the likeness of men. Being found
in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself
by becoming obedient to the point of death,
even death on a cross. For this reason also,
God highly exalted Him, and bestowed on
Him the name which is above every name, so
that at the name of Jesus every knee will bow,
of those who are in heaven and on the earth
and under the earth, and that every tongue
will confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the
glory of God the Father.
Paul also said he “received” a gospel (or teach-
ing), one not original to him; below is another
early expression of a Christ congregation, which
Paul quotes in 1 Corinthians 11:23-26:
For I received from the Lord that which I also
delivered to you, that the Lord Jesus in the
night in which He was betrayed took bread;
and when He had given thanks, He broke it
and said, “This is My body, which is for you;
do this in remembrance of Me.” In the same
way He took the cup also after supper, saying,
“This cup is the new covenant in My blood;
do this, as often as you drink it, in remem-
brance of Me.” For as often as you eat this
bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the
Lord’s death until He comes.
Scholars over generations have analyzed this
passage in depth (Mack 1988:117); it is a well-
thought out liturgy, with a sacred meal along Hel-
lenistic lines, performed to evoke the hero’s now
divine presence.
In 1 Corinthians 15:3-6 below, Paul also speaks
of a “scripture,” but the Greek word graphē here
simply means a “piece of writing,” not the He-
brew Bible; scholars call it the kerygma (“preach-
ing” in Greek), another bit of early, original mate-
rial already esteemed among the Christ commu-
nities:
For I delivered to you as of first importance
what I also received, that Christ died for our
sins according to the Scriptures, and that He
was buried, and that He was raised on the
third day according to the Scriptures, and
that He appeared to Cephas (Peter), then to the
twelve. After that He appeared to more than
five hundred brethren at one time, most of
whom remain until now, but some have fallen
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asleep; then He appeared to James, then to all
the apostles.
As the sacred meal to evoke Christ’s presence,
this passage details a particular order in which
the community had formulated the Christ event:
“died… buried... raised... appeared.” Paul interjects
himself into this pedagogical passage, perhaps
read, repeated, even sung among the Christ com-
munities, saying in verse 7 “and last of all, as to
one untimely born, He appeared to me.”
After Jesus’ appearance (in whatever form it
took), Paul first went to Arabia for three years (to
pray and think?), then to Jerusalem to meet Pe-
ter, an early follower of Jesus mentioned above,
staying with him fifteen days (Galatians 1:18).
Paul waited fourteen years, he said, before going
to Jerusalem again, just after his first short mis-
sionary journey to Syria and Cilicia (Galatians 1:
21), to consult with the “pillars” (stulos or “posts”
in Greek): James, John, and Peter. Paul identifies
James as “the Lord’s brother.” 10) This meeting,
which may have taken place around 48 CE, cen-
tered on two conflicts between the Christ and Je-
sus movements, with Paul taking the progressive
position: 1) “circumcision” (whether Greek males
joining the movement should be circumcised);
and 2) “table fellowship” (whether Jews in the
movement could eat with Greeks in the move-
ment who had not been circumcised). Paul, who
had never met Jesus, felt himself an outsider and
so sought the inner circle’s affirmation for his
more radical gospel, saying in Galatians 2:2 “for
fear I might be running, or had run, in vain.” The
meeting also shows the esteem the early Christ
movement (again so different from the Jesus
movements, as I will discuss below) had for Jesus’
own family members and original followers.
Scholars believe Paul lost on both points. Paul’s
record of the event, the only one we have (since
Acts 15 cannot be taken as true), was his attempt
to put the pillars’ ambivalence in the best possible
light. Paul must have alarmed them. As the cen-
tral leaders of a Jesus movement, they had no in-
tention of reforming or abandoning Judaism; for
them followers of Jesus should also be good Jews.
Yet Paul claimed, “They saw I was entrusted
with the gospel of the uncircumcised, just as Pe-
ter had been entrusted with the gospel for the
circumcised” (Galatians 2:7). We have no idea
what Peter’s “gospel for the circumcised” was,
but could it have been their way of asking Paul
not to preach to Jews? Did the pillars think Paul
was unstable and try to humor him? If Paul had
once persecuted their movement, had he once
persecuted them too? Paul said he received their
blessing, claiming they had given him and a Jew-
ish companion, Barnabas, “the right hand of fel-
lowship” (Galatians 2:9). More telling, Paul does
not mention his Greek companion, Titus, receiv-
ing this right hand of fellowship (had the pillars
refused to associate with him because he was not
a Jew?). 11) The pillars requested that Paul and his
converts only “remember the poor” (Galatians 2:
10), showing their extraordinary generosity of
spirit in the presence of the fixated Paul. Believ-
ing on some level he had their endorsement (or
at least their acknowledgement), Paul then
launched his missionary journeys to Asia Minor,
Macedonia, and Greece to win uncircumcised
converts, journeys Paul wrote about in his let-
ters.12) Thus began about a fifteen-year career of
Paul’s mission, ending in his martyrdom by 67
CE.
How and where did Paul find and win converts
as the Apostle to the Uncircumcised? No one
knows. Since those Paul addressed in his letters
were already well aware of his missionary activi-
ties, he never mentions anything about them.
Paul may have gone to the synagogues of a re-
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gion first, except perhaps in Corinth where his
congregation was made up almost exclusively of
Greeks. Acts of the Apostles, always question-
able, mentions Paul first spoke to the “God-
fearers,” Greeks who attended synagogue
prayers and Torah readings but who had not yet
converted. If true, Paul may have found them
sympathetic to his message that the House of Is-
rael was open to all through Christ Jesus without
having to go through the formal rigors of conver-
sion.
5. Concepts original to Paul
Since we have only an outline of the Christ
myth before Paul, which ideas exactly are origi-
nal to Paul? In a sense, all the ideas Paul exposits
in his letters are his own, since he reconstructed
the entire myth with his own indelible stamp on
it. Paul’s genius was to synthesize images, meta-
phors, and teachings that not only resonated
within a mixed congregation of Greeks and Jews,
but to do it in a way that transformed the percep-
tions of both by centering them on becoming “the
New Israel” (Boyarin 1994:78). If we think of po-
etry as a medium for transforming underlying
perceptions, then Paul indeed is one of the great-
est poets ever. It is important to see why a Christ
myth was necessary and why a Jesus movement
would not have had enough firepower to fuse the
two groups of people into a new community, as
Burton Mack has implied (Mack 1995:140):
Thus the Christ myth can now be seen as: 1)
a founding event that created or revealed a
new spiritual domain; 2) a demonstration of
the power required to create that new spiri-
tual domain; 3) a disclosure of the path by
which access was gained to the new king-
dom; 4) the establishment of a pattern that
people could imitate or follow in order to be
transferred from one’s “old” or customary
world into the new domain.
The Christ myth was also a result of differ-
ences between Hellenistic Judaism and Palestin-
ian Judaism; all Jews of the Christ myth persua-
sion, I should point out, were Hellenistic Jews. All
that day’s Judaism was on some level Hellenized,
from the hundreds of years of Greek influence in
the Middle East after Alexander the Great’s (356
-323 BCE) conquests. No firm lines existed be-
tween these two expressions because Judaism
had no political centralization, as we understand
it today; the differences were tied to geography
and varied cultural contexts, with the Second
Temple of Jerusalem centering both. Yet, even
the Dead Sea scrolls, fragments of one hundred
twenty-two books written between 200 BCE and
68 CE, found in Qumran, Israel (from 1947 to
1956), show a great range of beliefs even among
Palestinian Jews, from apocalyptic to traditional
(Golb 1995:361-385). The ranges of beliefs were
so much greater in the Diaspora where Greek in-
fluence was stronger. We could generalize,
though, that the further one got from Jerusalem,
the more Hellenized.
Acts of the Apostles, the fictional account of
Christian origins, shows Christianity springing up
in Jerusalem, a fitting place for the inauguration
of a new universal kingdom under the God of Is-
rael, who was now ready to embrace the whole
world. After all, Jerusalem is where Jesus was
killed after a Passover meal (according to the sy-
noptic gospels Matthew, Mark, and Luke) or just
before (according to John’s gospel Jesus is the
Passover sacrifice). The gift of the Holy Spirit, re-
ceived by the fledgling followers on the Jewish
feast of Pentecost (Shavuot in Hebrew or “weeks”
celebrating the receiving of the Laws of Moses),
is Christianity’s supernatural beginning with a
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New Covenant replacing the Old Covenant,
shortly after the resurrected Jesus’ ascension into
heaven. From Jerusalem the gospel of Christ
spread to the entire world.
Contrary to Acts of the Apostles, however, the
Christ myth originated in Asia Minor, developed
to address the particular needs of ethnically
mixed communities. As diverse peoples joined a
Jesus fellowship in the Eastern Mediterranean, a
Greek sensibility took over as they considered
what Jesus of Nazareth meant to them. Early on
this group began to envision Jesus as a heroic
sage who through his obedient life had become
divine, along the lines of Hellenistic cultic tradi-
tions. From this conceptual leap, a new horizon
opened. They asked: “What else could Jesus be?”
Remember, Greeks were used to human “gods,”
Attis, Adonis, and Osiris, dying and resurrecting.
From the hymn in Philippians mentioned above,
the early congregations had worked out tran-
scendental aspects of Jesus’ appearance and ac-
complishments. Jesus had been “with God” in a
partnership before his birth. God exalted Jesus
because he was “obedient unto death, even the
death of the cross” (Philippians 2:8). Paul, a great
original, solidified these ideas, inventing what can
be called “bridges,” symbolic language and meta-
phors, to bring the ethnically diverse congrega-
tions together as a new people. This was a water-
shed moment in Western history. The fact that
Paul both understood what was necessary and
had the genius for formulating it is an extraordi-
nary accomplishment. I will touch on just two as-
pects of Paul’s myth-making bridges:
a) Paul connected Jesus of Nazareth with the
Greek concept of a noble or sacred death
that entitled believers to a personal identifi-
cation with Jesus’ death and resurrection.
b) Paul broadened the concept of “Israel” to po-
tentially include everyone.
a. A noble death and names divine
When students first read the letters of Paul,
they are bewildered, even shocked, by the
strange and contrasting images: “Death,” “Sin,”
“Blood,” and “Sacrifice” juxtaposed with “Faith,”
“Righteousness,” and “Justification.” What does it
all mean? How are these fearsome and solemn
words, overloaded with symbolism, connected?
Though today all in Asia are familiar with the
“cross” as a Christian symbol, students begin to
wonder if the crucifixion of Jesus is a “human sac-
rifice.” The answer is “no,” but with some qualifi-
cations.
What I touch on below is a mind-bender even
for those who grew up in a nominally Christian
culture. Yet, the myth’s extravagance shows the
sophistication of the people Paul was addressing:
They were highly intelligent, from the middle
stratum of society (Meeks 1983:55-57), but with a
different orientation from our own today. Their
concern was for “meaning” not necessarily for
facts; they were not empiricists, but were ori-
ented to the “unseen” world of ancestors and the
workings of gods or God. Their questions are eve-
rywhere behind Paul’s expositions: “In what way
is the Christ congregation a new people? How
does this gospel complement or fulfill my own
traditions? Do my ancestors (whether Greek or
Hebrew) still belong to me and I to them?” Much
remains to understand of Greco-Roman spiritual
orientations, of course. Paul’s points address sen-
sitive concerns of both Greeks and Jews on multi-
ple levels. The fact that the Christ congregations
flourished shows the extent of Paul’s success in
answering those concerns.
During the first-century CE the “mixing” of
peoples in one social group, we should under-
stand, was rare. Paul and his gospel were against
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the grain of Roman social life, therefore. Typi-
cally, only people who shared common bonds,
such as ancestry or religion, associated with each
other; for most mixing with strangers was jar-
ring, wildly experimental, even dangerous met-
aphysically--ancestors could feel shafted and seek
revenge. Jewish practice of the first-century, as
mentioned above, forbade Jews from even eating
with non-Jews, whom they considered “unclean”
and “unrighteous.” Greeks, as well, committed to
honoring their own ancestors and traditions,
were resistant to becoming a “new people” if it
meant disowning their own people. The concerns
of each also varied greatly. Greeks wondered
about “sovereignty”: “Who has the right to
authority and on what basis?” Jews wondered
about “purity” and “justification”: “How is it pure,
in a ritual sense, to be part of the new community
(Mack 2001:142) and how will I appear at the Fi-
nal Judgment if I no longer practice my tradi-
tions?” What could Paul say to create a basis for
social cohesion among such different groups with
such fixed social boundaries? Paul’s first solution
was the “noble-death.” From the hymn in Philippi-
ans 2:5-11 we know the Christ groups already
held the notion of a noble death that moved God
to honor Jesus in a special way, yet Paul created a
multi-dimensional concept of it.
The Christ myth had two visions of Jesus’
death and resurrection: 1) the Eternal Redeemer
and 2) the Noble Death. While the noble-death
may not have been original to Paul, the eternal-
redeemer was probably uniquely Paul’s own.
Paul tends to mix the visions in his letters, even
in his letter to the Romans where he presents a
sustained argument of the noble-death. Though
both myths had “blood” as a symbol, the blood of
each has a different meaning.
The eternal-redeemer myth exalted Jesus’ sac-
rificial death that destroyed the cosmic forces of
sin and death, returning a fallen humanity to a
holy God. Its inspiration, though not its applica-
tion, is Hebraic, based on the Jerusalem Temple’s
Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur in Hebrew). On
this holiest of days, the blood of an animal was of-
fered on behalf of the nation’s sins, as the people
fasted and prayed. The offering changed cosmic
realities. YHWH forgave. Paul, who never uses
the word “atonement,” took a different approach
from the Temple model in presenting this myth:
as a basis for personal identification with Christ’s
“death and resurrection” (no doubt original to
Paul). Paul used the story of Adam, the first man,
to show humanity’s “fallen” state. Since he had
disobeyed God by eating the forbidden fruit,
Adam had taken all humanity down with him
into separation from divinity. Now Jesus, the Last
Adam (1 Corinthians 15:45), representing all hu-
manity in his death and resurrection, changed
God’s attitude toward humankind even as God
brought a transformation of human nature
(through a new linkage with God’s Holy Spirit);
now a human (Jesus) was acceptable by God on
humanity’s behalf. For the first time humanity is
alive to God, as Paul wrote in 1 Corinthians 15:20
-22:
But now Christ has been raised from the
dead, the first fruits of those who are asleep.
For since by a man came death, but by a man
also came the resurrection of the dead. For as
in Adam all die, so also in Christ all will be
made alive.
The second vision, the noble-death, in contrast
to the eternal-redeemer, is a more limited notion
of Jesus’ death and resurrection. Its purpose is to
show that Jesus is worthy of honor, from God’s
point of view. As Burton Mack (2001:112-14)
points out, the noble-death, with the use of divine
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names, answers three serious (and potentially di-
visive) concerns for the mixed community: 1) it
gives a Greek answer to a Jewish question; 2) it
gives a Jewish answer to a Jewish question; 3)
and it gives a Greek answer to a Greek question.
The first is the Greek answer to a Jewish ques-
tion. No doubt Paul preferred preaching the cos-
mic showdown, with Jesus as eternal-redeemer,
crushing as he did sin and death and elevating
humanity, since fundamentally Paul’s vision cen-
tered on the unification of a divided humanity af-
ter sin and death had been dealt with. This cos-
mic sweep, however, may have been too abstract
for his groups. A sacred martyrdom, though,
could serve two purposes: 1) it spoke to Jews
who needed a sense they were still “righteous,”
the term Jews used to differentiate themselves
from non-Jews; moreover, Hellenistic Judaism
also honored the noble martyr; 2) it spoke to the
Greeks, because a sacred death was very much a
part of Hellenistic religious and civic life.
Hellenistic Judaism, especially from Antioch
where the Christ myth probably arose, indeed
honored the “noble-death.” 2 Maccabees, a book
about the Maccabean revolt against the Greek
(Seleucid) ruler Antiochus Epiphanes IV (c. 215-
164 BCE), was probably written in Antioch’s Jew-
ish community late in the second century BCE
(Mack 2001:111).13) Antiochus had forbidden Jews
to practice their religion, forcing them to worship
Greek gods, even having a pig sacrificed in the Je-
rusalem Temple (Daniel 12:11). A family, called
the Maccabees (Makabim in Hebrew for “Ham-
mers”), led the revolt (167-160 BCE). Seven Jew-
ish brothers, with their mother and their teacher,
Eleazar, were killed for refusing to eat pork (2
Maccabees 6:18-31; 7:1-14). Their deaths, then,
were “redemptive,” for the temporal benefit of
the freedom to worship in the here and now (not
for the eternal salvation of anyone). God honored
these martyrs by the fact the Maccabees won the
war.
Paul narrowed the implications of Jesus’ sacred
death: God, by resurrecting Jesus from the dead,
vindicated Jesus’ life. It is a more limited vision of
the resurrection, as a simple act of God showing
he was pleased with what Jesus had done in will-
ingly giving up his life, with no other supernatu-
ral implications. Jesus’ blood here is not for atone-
ment, but that of a martyr; like a signature his
“blood［was］poured out for many” (Mark 14:24).
the model the writer of Mark’s gospel also
adopted. Just as the land of Israel was cleansed
by the noble martyrs during the Maccabees, with
all Jews benefiting from their deaths, so Jesus’ no-
ble death brought Jews to a place of “righteous-
ness,” a ritually “clean” place, now present in the
Christ community (Romans 3:24-26):
Being justified as a gift by His grace through
the redemption which is in Christ Jesus;
whom God displayed publicly as a propitia-
tion in his blood through faith, to demon-
strate his righteousness...for the demonstra-
tion of His righteousness at the present time,
so that He would be just and the justifier of
the one who has faith.
Since God respected what Jesus did, everyone
can accept the “gift” (have faith in it). Again, Paul
is offering a Greek answer to a Jewish question,
but the Greek answer is part of both cultures,
though more tentatively part of Eastern Mediter-
ranean Jewish culture.14) For Greeks in the Christ
community, the noble-death served as a sym-
bolic center. Greek culture had a long history of
philosophers, soldiers, kings, and athletes sacrific-
ing themselves willingly on behalf of the city and
nation (Mack 1995:80). Socrates (469-399 BCE),
the most widely known example of a martyr, had
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died willingly so others might find truth. The
martyr’s “presence,” too, remains with the polis
(city) he died for. This is indeed a difficult con-
cept, yet even today global civilization honors no-
ble martyrs--Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr.
for example--whose presence continues in the
world through what they have done.
The second is a Jewish answer to a Jewish
question: Why is Jesus the answer in his noble-
death? The answer, surprisingly, is found in the
name “Jesus Christ” or simply “Christ.” It is not
that Jesus was the Messiah all Jews were waiting
for. Jesus’ “Messiahship” was not articulated until
late in first and early second centuries, beginning
with the Gospel of John (c. 95), as the myth was
retrospectively built up.15) Hellenistic Judaism
had no clear concept of a Messiah (Collins 1987:
106), so it could not have appealed to or even be
understood by Hellenistic Jews. It certainly was
not a part of Paul’s gospel.16) Simply, the name
Christ Jesus (or Jesus Christ) means “Selected Je-
sus.” The Greek translation of the word
“Anointed” Christos (Mashiach in Hebrew), mean-
ing to “rub with oil,” had no significance for
Greeks except as it related to everyday life. In
Hebrew history, however, a prophet poured a
horn of olive oil over the king’s head in an en-
thronement ceremony to symbolize he was God’s
chosen. God, therefore, “anointed” or “chose” Je-
sus (Mack 1995:80) for the purpose of a noble
death, a death that brought a new understanding
of the God of Israel’s purposes. Just the term
“Anointed Jesus” may have been enough to raise
the Jewish comfort level.
The final is a Greek answer to a Greek ques-
tion, and centered on sovereignty. How is this a
new kingdom? On what basis is Jesus the new
king? Similarly, Paul’s answer is his use of an-
other term, this time for divinity: “Son of God.” It
is not Hebraic, but a Greek concept of divine
kingship. Kings in ancient times had mythic
status--linked with the divine in their destiny to
rule. Most believed kings were incarnations of
particular gods (Mack 1988:284):
Thus the term Son of God can be found as a
designation for the second ranked deities
and powers with stories of marvelous mis-
sions to earth, of battles in the realms above,
and below, and victories involving cosmic as-
cent and endowment, the sage or thauma-
turge, whose wisdom and power were held
to be “divine.”
Paul used the term to show Greek followers
that Jesus had a special status. We have to be
careful about reading the Nicene Creed, expostu-
lated in 325 CE to exalt Jesus as the Second Per-
son of the Trinity, back to the 50s CE when Paul
first gave voice to the mythology. Paul believed
that Jesus was chosen and sent by God as many
others in Hebrew history (and he borrowed Helle-
nistic mystical traditions to give Jesus greater
transcendental qualities). Paul is also careful to
distinguish God from Jesus: “There is one God,
the Father...and one Lord, Jesus Christ” (1 Corin-
thians 8 : 6).17) Paul’s use of “Son of God,” then, is
tied to “kingdom” language for solidifying the for-
mation of the new community.
As a Jewish Jesus movement intertwined in a
Greek cultural milieu, Paul saw the need to com-
bine the Jewish idea of Anointed One with the
Greek idea of Sonship. This required rituals to
celebrate their founder’s presence, as other
Greek cults had. This occurred before Paul, as we
have seen, but Paul anchored the wine and bread
ritual--something none of the other Jesus move-
ments in Palestine had adopted--as a central fea-
ture. Of course, the symbols begin with the Jew-
ish Passover, yet wine and bread rituals were
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also part of Roman religious life; these, too,
bonded the two groups (Mack 1995:88, 89) in
something mutually understood. The Greek cult
of Dionysus had a sacred wine ritual to evoke the
god’s presence and the Osiris cult of Egypt,
known throughout the Greco-Roman world, had
bread offerings that symbolized the god who
came from heaven.
The Greeks, therefore, could rest assured that
all the hype with exotic terms was also part of
their traditions: 1) Jesus was the Son of God, the
exalted spiritual king; 2) Jesus’ presence is
among the group, because of his noble martyr-
dom, his blood (wine) and life (bread) given for
them, celebrated in the ritual; 3) Jesus is worthy
of all honor because of his death for them, ap-
proved by God who resurrected him; 4) Jesus’
kingdom is universal; ethnic differences no
longer matter; all one need do is accept “the gift.”
Considering the sacred or noble-death leads to
a final, more sensitive question: Was Jesus in fact
crucified in Jerusalem? The kerygma, the early
statement of Jesus’ death and resurrection (from
the 40s CE), was developed in northern Syria,
probably in Antioch, a week’s journey (or more)
from Jerusalem. If the Romans killed Jesus as a
rabble-rouser around 30 CE, the “redeeming” as-
pects of his death were developed only later,
within a decade after the event. Did those of the
Christ myth persuasion retrospectively “create”
Jesus’ noble-death for community cohesion, when
Jesus in fact died of natural causes in Galilee? We
should remember that none of the five other Je-
sus movements had a death and resurrection nar-
rative, including the group that came from Jesus
himself--the community of Q--nor did the move-
ment led in Paul’s time by Jesus’ brother James
(nothing is mentioned in the letter of James about
Jesus’ divinity or a redemptive death and resur-
rection). If the Christ community created Jesus’
noble death retrospectively, which is likely, it
would not have been a dishonest thing to do
(Goodman 2007:130-32; 234). For people of the
time, “meaning” (in mythical terms) was “truth”
and “truth” was what was “meaningful.” “Myth”
was for social formation, providing the underpin-
nings for the reasons “why” diverse peoples could
congregate together. Considering the extrava-
gance of the Christ myth, with its effectiveness
for social bonding, Paul’s discourses had been
masterful.
While a mythical founder centering an associa-
tion followed normal social patterns of the Greco-
Roman era, its novelty would have put people off,
having as it did a relatively recent founder. Paul
needed to anchor this novelty in antiquity, in Is-
rael’s epic narrative, as I will discuss below. The
question that strikes us, though, is Paul’s insis-
tence that the myth was “true” as a proclamation.
Why did he do that? It may have been his person-
ality, his own sense of absolute authority, or his
identification of the myth with Hebrew prophetic
traditions. Paul’s imposing of the myth as a proc-
lamation, for whatever reasons, worked. If the
myth were optional, Paul may have thought, just
one of many available--as it no doubt was before
Paul arrived on the scene--it would lack the spark
for fusing the diverse groups into the New Israel.
b. Taking Israel’s epic
Another of Paul’s originalities is his claim the
Christ congregations were the true Israel. Paul’s
astonishing audacity still informs Christian iden-
tity, another of his permanent etches on Western
religious consciousness. In considering Paul’s ex-
pansion of Israel’s epic to include everyone who
has faith in Christ--and only those with faith in
Christ--I again mention two important points: 1)
the sophistication of those Paul was addressing in
the mixed congregations; and 2) their generally
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positive attitude toward Judaism before the
Roman-Jewish War (66-73 CE).
George Bernard Shaw said Karl Marx (1818-
1883) and Saint Paul resembled each other in the
way each removed moral responsibility (quoted
in Bloom 2005:54). What Marx did with economic
determinism, in other words, Paul did with pre-
destination in salvation. Shaw’s dark insight is
relevant when considering Paul’s selective use of
Israel’s epic, his taking of all the blessings while
disregarding the obligations.
What, then, was the epic’s timeline and in what
ways did Paul appropriate it? In Galatians 3:17
Paul said the Law (of Moses) came four hundred-
thirty years after the promise to Abraham, so Is-
rael’s epic may have appeared this way to Paul:
1. 4,000 BCE: Creation of Adam and Eve
(Genesis 2 and 3).
2. 3,000 BCE: Covenant to Noah/Rainbow
(Genesis 8-9).
3. 1,660 BCE: Covenant to Abraham/Prom-
ise and Circumcision (Genesis 12-17).
4. 1,230 BCE: Covenant to Moses/Mutual
Obligations (Exodus 19-24).
5. 980 BCE: Covenant to King David/Ever-
lasting Rule (2 Samuel 7).
Paul condensed Israel’s epic into three ages
(what Christians call dispensations), while making
use of the Davidic covenant, particularly Isaiah’s
articulation of it, when it was convenient: 1) The
Age of Promise--from Abraham to Moses (Genesis
12:1-3) of four-hundred and thirty years; 2) The
Age of Law--from Moses to Christ (Exodus 31:18),
a roughly twelve-hundred year period to show
the need for grace; 3) The Age of Grace--
beginning with Christ’s appearance and ending
with the Second Coming (which Paul believed
would occur in his lifetime), of perhaps fifty years.
Paul first cancels out the Mosaic (from Moses)
covenant, then he transfers Abraham’s covenant
to the Christ communities, and finally he uses
Isaiah’s universalism (based on the Davidic Cove-
nant) to articulate the new age of Grace (Leven-
son 1985:216-17).
Of YHWH’s four covenants (or contracts), only
the Mosaic required strict mutual obligations
(dietary laws, honoring the Sabbath, daily
prayers and practices, fasting, etc.); the others
are more or less unconditional. In declaring only
the Abrahamic covenant valid for universal sal-
vation, Paul removed all Mosaic moral and ritual
obligations for everyone (the Ten Command-
ments, we should remember, are part of the Mo-
saic covenant). Paul later realized he had played
with fire. As he railed against the Galatian con-
gregations that felt they should also practice Ju-
daism (circumcision in particular), Paul had not
foreseen the affect “freedom from the law” would
have on the Greek congregation at Corinth. What
exactly would it mean for a people who had
never practiced the Laws of Moses to suddenly
be free from them? The moral failures Paul iden-
tified in this early Corinth group can make even
moderns blush (1 Corinthians 5). 18) The Christ
congregations, then, had the “positive” blessings
of Israel’s epic, recipients of all the wonderful
bounty of the God of Israel by faith alone, with
none of its moral requirements. 19)
In the covenant to Abraham, however, YHWH
required that Abraham be circumcised as the “fa-
ther of many nations” (Genesis 17:26), a symbol
that Abraham’s descendants were a new (right-
eous) lineage. Paul’s solution to this ethnic bag-
gage was to swerve around Abraham’s circumci-
sion (Romans 4:9) by claiming the promise, given
in Genesis 12, came before circumcision, Genesis
17, another Pauline waving of the wand. Yet,
even in his selective use of the epic, Paul some-
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how remained on firm ground biblically. Jews
had for ages seen their nation, Israel, as a bearer
of universal salvation, implicit in YHWH’s cove-
nant to Abraham and in later prophetic utter-
ances of God’s designs for the entire world. Paul
had merely shown what form this universal bless-
ing would take:
In your seed all the nations of the earth shall
be blessed, because you have obeyed My voice.
(Genesis 22:18)
He says, “It is too small a thing that You
should be My Servant to raise up the tribes of
Jacob and to restore the preserved ones of Is-
rael; I will also make You a light of the na-
tions. So that My salvation may reach to the
end of the earth.” (Isaiah 49:6)
Paul would eventually strike gold as he pored
over the Hebrew Bible for fresh Christ myth ap-
plications, but it took him some time to find his
balance. For example, in the early letter to the
Galatians Paul seems to have wanted to make Je-
sus an “ancestor” for the Christ communities, in a
convoluted argument found in Galatians 3:15:
Now the promises were spoken to Abraham
and to his seed. He does not say, “And to
seeds,” as referring to many, but rather to
one, “And to your seed,” that is, Christ.
Paul stretched (tore?) the Hebrew scripture by
claiming the original promise was not to Abra-
ham’s descendants (the Jewish people) but to Je-
sus of Nazareth (the seed), making Jesus either a
kind of ancestor or one equal to Abraham as a re-
cipient of the promise (or both); this no doubt be-
wildered some but may have outraged others.
Paul, who never uses this argument again, was
also addressing an underlying concern in claim-
ing Israel’s epic for the new community: the re-
quirement of an “ancestor.” In modern life the im-
portance of ancestors has diminished, except
among more traditional peoples, so New Testa-
ment scholars have difficulty unraveling Paul’s
groping for an ancestor as he extended Israel’s
epic. In traditional Jewish conversion rituals,
from the Hebrew Bible’s book of Ruth for exam-
ple, one leaves one’s own people to become part
of Israel, as a bride leaves her family to join her
husband’s. 20) Paul, it seems, wanted it both ways:
the uncircumcised could join Israel without nec-
essarily giving up their own people.
Yet, Paul indeed toyed with the idea of Jesus
fulfilling the role of ancestor for the mixed con-
gregations. Paul exalts Jesus in so many other
roles, so why not as an ancestor, too? Jesus may
have already been top-heavy with symbolic roles-
-as the Noble Martyr, the Eternal Redeemer, the
Anointed Jesus, the Son of God, the Last Adam,
the Mediator--so an additional role as Ancestor
may have been just too much. Paul may have
thought he had expounded on Jesus as ancestor
already, in his teaching on the “last Adam” and
the “second man” (1 Corinthians 15:45-47). But
this was as an idealized representative of a new
humanity, not a flesh and blood ancestor. Also,
because Jesus was completely “spiritual” for Paul
(1 Corinthians 2:2), Jesus could not very easily ful-
fill this role as a human ancestor. Jews, too, may
have flatly refused to give up Abraham, their
venerable ancestor. A more mysterious verse,
though, may offer a bit more context for Paul’s
urgency regarding ancestors: a ritual to include
one’s ethic ancestors in the New Israel (1 Corin-
thians 15:29):
Otherwise, what will those do who are bap-
tized for the dead? If the dead are not raised
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at all, why then are they baptized for them?
This verse has perplexed scholars for genera-
tions. 21) Today, The Church Of Jesus Christ Of
Latter-Day Saints (Mormon) has a ritual baptism,
based on this verse, for bringing the dead into its
community. Paul may have been referring to ex-
actly that, an early baptism ritual he created for
congregations (that is, the Greeks among them) to
transfer their beloved deceased into the faith,
thus allaying fears they were forsaking their an-
cestors. One cannot be certain, however, and still
much remains to understand of the Greco-Roman
era’s complex esteem of ancestors. In the end,
Christianity, based on Jesus’ Selection and Son-
ship, would also have an ancestor, Abraham, as
the “father of faith” (Romans 3:27-4:25) as Paul
transmuted Israel’s epic into Christianity’s epic.
Conversely, the Galilean Q community of Jesus’
followers, who recorded the dazzling original say-
ings of Jesus of Nazareth, had no need of Israel’s
epic--its only mention of it is that the lilies of the
field were better clothed than Solomon had been.
Because the Q community was made up of Jews,
many of whom that had known Jesus personally,
it was not interested in the Christ myth per se--
the Christ myth, as mentioned, was articulated
for “mixed” communities of Greeks and Jews. Yet,
by the mid-60s CE, the community added Q 2 to
the original Q 1 (see footnote 3): Jesus now be-
came a central figure in Hebrew prophetic fulfill-
ment. Could word of Paul’s original spin for Is-
rael’s epic have spread from Antioch back to Je-
sus’ home territory, in northern Palestine and
Galilee? However the evolution took place, by the
Roman-Jewish War (66-73) four of the five Jesus
movements in Palestine had begun to appropri-
ate this connection. Only the Gospel of Thomas
community, which believed Jesus came to bring
inner enlightenment, remained firm in its refusal
to tie Jesus to Hebrew prophecy. This early inno-
vation by Paul, then, is of supreme importance for
Christianity and for world history, connecting as
it did the non-Jewish world with Israel’s epic
through the Christ event.
Finally, to consider just how radical and abso-
lute Paul’s break with ethnicity was in his gospel
for the New Israel, I offer the astonishing passage
below (Romans 11:17-24):
But if some of the branches were broken off,
and you (Greeks), being a wild olive, were
grafted in among them and became partaker
with them of the rich root of the olive tree, do
not be arrogant…. Quite right, they were bro-
ken off for their unbelief… for if God did not
spare the natural branches, He will not spare
you, either…. And they also, if they do not
continue in their unbelief, will be grafted in,
for God is able to graft them in again. For if
you were cut off from what is by nature a wild
olive tree, how much more will these who are
the natural branches be grafted into their own
olive tree.
Now, only those with faith in Christ are the
true Israel. Some branches of the tree (Jews)
were pruned to graft in the wild olives. The
trunk remains Israel (for Paul this meant the
blessings of the Hebrew Bible), but the discarded
branches, those Jews who could not embrace
Paul’s gospel, are left to whither away. Yet, in
these well-modulated verses, no one is completely
secure in God’s New Israel. The newly grafted
Greeks can also be pruned for their unbelief; and
the Jews, if they embrace Paul’s gospel, can be re-
stored. Yet, the tree is no longer made up of an
ethnic people called Israel. Paul’s astounding
lunge for universalism meant ethnicity had to be
abolished; the tree is transmogrified into a new
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species, a people of faith, not of ethnicity. It was
Paul’s absolute, sweeping transmutation of Is-
rael’s epic that would send wave after wave of
persecution on Jews throughout the Christian
era, however unintended by Paul. Nevertheless,
Paul’s argument worked for the mixed congrega-
tions of Jews and Greeks in his own day: the new
community had its roots firmly in Hebrew antiq-
uity.
Thanks to Paul, the Roman authorities would
continue to view the Christ communities as part
of Judaism for its first eighty years or so, until the
Emperor Trajan (98-117) stripped Christians of
their Jewish exemption from making offerings to
the Emperor. The Hebrew Bible by then had be-
come the captive prize of Christianity, a spoil of
dialectical triumph, contextualized by the Christ
event, one of the great ironies of human history.
6. Conclusion
In conclusion, to return to a couple of unan-
swered questions, were Nietzsche and Shaw cor-
rect in their critiques of Paul as a usurper of Je-
sus’ message? When Paul visited the “pillars” in
Jerusalem they asked him to remember the poor
(Galatians 2:10). Some scholars claim the pillars
were asking Paul to remember them (the Jerusa-
lem community), since they were poor and in
need of help. Paul indeed asked the church at
Corinth to contribute to the Jerusalem commu-
nity (1 Corinthians 16; 2 Corinthians 8). Yet, the
pillars, rather than asking for financial help for
themselves, may have been pointing to Paul’s ne-
glect of Jesus’ message as he articulated his “Gos-
pel to the Uncircumcised.” The letter of James,
whether written by Jesus’ brother himself or a
follower, preserves the spirit of Jesus’ ethic: the
poor are central to YHWH’s new purposes (James
1:27; 2:5-6; 5:4):
Pure and undefiled religion in the sight of our
God and Father is this: to visit orphans and
widows in their distress, and to keep oneself
unstained by the world…. Listen, my beloved
brethren: did not God choose the poor of this
world to be rich in faith and heirs of the king-
dom which He promised to those who love
Him? But you have dishonored the poor man
…. Behold, the pay of the laborers who
mowed your fields, and which has been with-
held by you, cries out against you; and the
outcry of those who did the harvesting has
reached the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth.
In traditional Judaism, from the list of obliga-
tions in Leviticus 19, one must always be mindful
of the less fortunate. Nothing Paul wrote presents
obligation to the poor as a central ethic. Yet, to be
fair, we only know Paul through his letters that
addressed immediate concerns (and not all his let-
ters were preserved). Was their room in Paul’s
hyper-urgency, under the shadow of Jesus’ soon
coming, for caring about the poor? For social jus-
tice, one must turn to the sayings of Jesus of
Nazareth, who taught that the poor, and only the
poor, would inherit the Kingdom God (Cohn 1993:
194-211).
Further, what kind of psychology lies behind
Paul’s theft (what else can it be called?) of Israel’s
epic as the exclusive possession of the Christ con-
gregations? Boyarin (1994:201-212) described
Paul’s war over the scriptures as a family feud,
the conflict between a “universalist-orientation”
and an “ethnic-orientation” in that day’s Judaism
(this continues today between Reform and Ortho-
dox Judaism). While Hellenistic Judaism was
characterized by a more universal vision, nothing
we know of it from a historical context prepares
us for Paul’s relentless assault on ethnic Judaism
and its custody of Jewish traditions. Something
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visceral within Paul fueled his challenge to Juda-
ism’s ethnic-orientation, the “hatred” Nietzsche
identified, a negative intensity difficult to under-
stand from the perspective of today’s multi-
cultural ethos. Paul said that five times he had re-
ceived thirty-nine lashes from the “Jews.” We can
only assume this was the verdict of Roman courts
from complaints synagogues brought against
him. These lashings did not deter Paul, however,
but may have made him all the fiercer. Many
have uncritically accepted Paul as fundamentally
anti-Judaic, but this could not have been true.
Paul wanted a new Judaism, a new way to be
Jewish, available to everyone. Why? This de-
pends on how one views it: whether Paul in fact
received a divine revelation or whether social
contexts (especially ideological conflicts) gave rise
to his position.
Tertullian (160-220 CE), an early Christian
theologian, claimed he believed in Christianity be-
cause it was absurd. While most Christians today
would disagree with Tertullian’s statement, faith--
Christian or otherwise--does not have to be intel-
lectually consistent to be spiritually fulfilling.
Those first to embrace the Christ myth under-
stood this, as we see from Paul’s letters. Today’s
emphasis on the literal, with many declaring their
faith as true as any empirical fact, has had a de-
flating affect on faith. It has narrowed spirituality,
making it all too predictable, like the laws of na-
ture. Peoples of Paul’s time understood the meta-
phorical was also meaningful and the meaningful
did not necessarily have to be objectively true.
While Christian literalists today take all of Paul’s
letters as divine truth, it is their twenty-first-
century interpretations of Paul they hold as iner-
rant. Paul’s deeper intentions and motivations
may remain as allusive today as they perhaps
were in his own day.
Paul will live on, with all his mysteries, contra-
dictions, and startling declarations. Only Muham-
mad in the past two thousand years has effec-
tively challenged Paul’s supremacy for universal
religious influence. Will the world become either
the New Israel or the Islamic Umma eventually?
Muhammad, and later exegetes, articulated the
“shari’ah” for a society under the divine, while
Paul excluded the Hebrew Bible’s social vision.
Yet, Paul’s vision, in the way he focused on the
experiential, may give him the edge. Certainly,
Paul’s universalism is easier. And Paul’s starling
words continue to call out for fresh interpreta-
tions: “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is
neither slave nor free man, there is neither male
nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”
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Appendix 1 : Books of the New Testament
Gospels Epistles, continued
Matthew 1 Thessalonians
Mark 2 Thessalonians
Luke 1 Timothy
John 2 Timothy
Titus
History Philemon
Hebrews
The Acts of the Apostles James
1 Peter
Epistles (letters) 2 Peter
1 John
Romans 2 John
1 Corinthians 3 John
2 Corinthians Jude
Galatians
Ephesians Letter of End Times
Philippians
Colossians Revelation
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  20
  30
  40
  50
  60
  70
  80
  90
100
120
150              
Rome Greece/Asia S. Syria N. Palestine Galilee
Jesus in 
Galilee
“Lore” Teachings
Oral Tradition
N. Syria
Kerygma Miracle Stories Q1
Paul 
(Letters)
Paul 
(L tters)
Q2
Pronouncement 
Stories
Mark Q3
Colossians
Ephesians Thomas
Matthew
John 
(Letters)
(Revelation)
Didache1 Peter
Luke/
Acts
Pastoral Epistles
2 Peter
Location Uncertain
Hebrews
Jude
James
John
Year
Time, Places of New Testament Writers
(Mack 1995:311)
Notes
1）As I mentioned above, scholars have identified
six movements centered on Jesus of Nazareth
(Mack 1988:44-45): 1) the Community of Q, who
wrote the sayings of Jesus, used by Matthew and
Luke; 2) the community that wrote the Pronounce-
ment stories used by Mark; 3) the community that
produced the Gospel of Thomas (found in Nag
Hammadi, Egypt in 1945); 4) the community that
produced the miracle stories, also used by Mark; 5)
the “pillars” of Jerusalem mentioned by Paul, led by
Jesus’ brother James; and 6) the community of
Christ, of which Paul was a part. Of the six move-
ments that scholars identified, only one, in Antioch,
adopted a Greek/hero god myth to associate Jesus
with. Nothing in the other Jesus movements we
know of, from Q 1, the Gospel of Thomas, the Pro-
nouncement Stories, and the Miracle Stories, have
any hints of this myth.
2）Paul’s most sublime outcry, which as an agonistic
sublime rivals Milton’s Satan rallying his troops for
a losing battle against the Heavenly Host, is found
in 1 Corinthians 15:26: “The last enemy to be de-
stroyed is death.”
3）In 1988, at the Q Seminar of the Society of Bibli-
cal Literature, John S. Kloppenborg identified three
separate layers of Q, added at different times in the
life of the Q Community, from 30 to 80 CE. Q 1, the
earliest, contained the wisdom teachings and radi-
cal lifestyle exhortations, the Sermon on the Mount
and the Lord’s Prayer. Q 2, added some decades
later, changed the earlier tenor. Jesus was now an
apocalyptic prophet sent by God, in the center of
Israel’s epic. Q 3, the shortest section, written after
the Roman-Jewish war (66-73 CE), suggests Jesus
is a divine being, the community’s first tentative af-
firmation of Jesus’ divinity. Together, the three
parts of Q consist of about forty-six hundred words.
Appendix 2 : Development of New Testament
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The divisions of Q 1, Q 2, and Q 3 are the result of
painstaking analysis of scholars over generations.
Disagreements remain, but scholars accept Klop-
penborg’s general divisions. Scholars had the dou-
ble chore of first extracting the Q material from
the gospels of Matthew and Luke before they could
reconstruct Q as it appeared at each of the three
stages (see Appendix 2).
4）Hebrew Bible quotations are from the Jewish
Publication Society; New Testament quotations
are from the New American Standard Bible.
5）Scholars agree that the same person wrote the
Gospel of Luke and Acts of the Apostles.
6）Paul in his letters never mentions preaching in
Athens, only that he stayed there in transit (1
Thessalonians 3:1).
7）Wayne Meeks, The First Urban Christians (1983:
40-45), mentions at least three contradictions,
which may seem a bit technical, but which raise
questions about the historical accuracy of Acts of
the Apostles: 1) Paul only mentions going to Syria
and Cilicia before he went to Jerusalem to meet the
pillars. Acts says he preached in Cyprus (13:4-12)
in Antioch by Pisidia (13:14-52), and in Iconium,
Lystra, and Derbe (14:1-20) ; 2) Acts 17:1-9, Paul
preaches in Athens, but Paul said he only waited in
Athens for Timothy (I Thessalonians 3:1); 3) Acts
does not mention any churches in Asia Minor, Co-
lossae, Laodicea, Hierapolis, all of which were men-
tioned by Paul as centers of his activities (Philemon
1-2; 23-24).
8）I will use the term “Greek” in place of “Gentile.”
Though “Gentile” is the most commonly used word
for a non-Jew, Paul himself uses “Greek” in his let-
ter to the Romans, so I will follow Paul, since
“Greek” also represents a particular ethical and
philosophical orientation of Eastern Mediterranean
culture, a culture important for understanding the
origins of Christianity. The cultural mix of these
peoples, Jews and Greeks, was foundational for the
creation of Christianity.
9）Septuagint means “seventy” in Greek, represent-
ing the number of scholars who worked on it. King
Ptolemy commissioned the work, completed in 132
BCE. The translation is the story of legend. It was
said that seventy scholars, from each of the twelve
tribes of Israel, worked separately for seventy
days. The result was seventy exact translations.
10）Flavius Josephus, in The Complete Works, writes
of Jesus’brother James the Just, saying that in 62
CE Ananus the High Priest had him stoned in Jeru-
salem for breaking the law. This remarkable pas-
sage tells us about the religious politics of the time
and James’ growing influence (p. 645). James the
Just is credited with founding the Ebionites, mean-
ing “Poor Ones.” These were practicing Jews who
also believed in Jesus’ teachings. They continued to
flourish in the Middle East for a thousand years.
Though we do not know a great deal about them,
Muhammad encountered Ebionite Jews in Medina,
the reason Jesus and Mary appear in the Quran.
We should also take note that Paul is NOT men-
tioned in the Quran, showing this group as late as
the 7 th century CE (Muhammad went to Medina
in 622) had never accepted Paul and his gospel.
11）From Paul’s letters, we find that the five Jesus
movements scholars have identified had no central
or core practices. Some, like the main one led by Je-
sus’ brother James, stayed close to their Jewish
roots, requiring strict adherence to Jewish prac-
tices. While others, like the one Paul encountered,
perhaps originally from Galilee that spread the
Eastern Mediterranean, seemed to have accepted
non-Jews without any preconditions of Jewish con-
version rituals. The original sayings of Jesus, we
should remember, express a fundamental univer-
salism: God is father of all (Matthew 5 : 45), with
rain falling on the “just and the unjust,” here mean-
ing, in a Jewish context, Jews and non-Jews. The
fact that within twenty-years of Jesus’ death no
central blueprint exited, shows that Jesus was
more a poet than a theoretician for a new kingdom.
12）Paul mentions a later confrontation with Peter in
Antioch over the issue of table fellowship (Gala-
tians 2:11-14). Peter, apparently having a meal
with Greek Christ converts who had not been cir-
cumcised, withdrew out of embarrassment when
people “from James” arrived. Other Jews followed
Peter in separating from the Greeks, even Paul’s
friend Barnabas (v. 13). Paul said he publicly con-
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fronted them for their hypocrisy (v. 14). This very
human incident shows the issue had not been set-
tled. The people of James still expected Jews, who
may have been part of a Jesus or Christ movement,
to live as Jews. Furthermore, Paul’s mention of
“certain people from James” shows that James was
indeed the movement’s leader, esteemed as the
brother of Jesus.
13）Antioch had one of the largest Jewish communi-
ties the Diaspora, perhaps numbering 40,000.
Wayne Meeks has estimated Antioch had a popula-
tion of 75,000 (Meeks 1983:28). Over half the popula-
tion was Jewish and thriving in a Greek cultural
milieu. At times in its history, Antioch was the
third largest city of the Roman Empire, after Rome
and Alexandria. While the Antioch community was
closer to Jerusalem than, say, Alexandria, it tended
to have a “northern Judaism,” meaning its heroes
were Moses, Joshua, and Jonah, all northern proph-
ets. And, of course, as a community living in a
Greek culture for many hundreds of years, they in-
ternalized some of the high values of Greeks, espe-
cially the noble death.
14）According to Sam Williams’ study (1975), quoted
in Mack (1988:105), “a vicarious, expiatory suffering,
death, and self-sacrifice” is not a Hebraic, but a
Greek idea.
15）Matthew also writes of Jesus’ special mission,
connected in Jesus’ genealogy with King David
(Matthew 1:18). But Matthew’s Jesus is not God In-
carnate but “selected” as the “Second Moses,” so
perhaps Matthew drew this from the Christ myth.
In Matthew’s gospel, written around 85 CE, the
only New Testament book written in Judea proper,
we see the lingering vision of an early Jesus move-
ment, whose focus is on being good Jews by “obey-
ing” Jesus’ teachings, as Jews obeyed Moses’ teach-
ings, which were upheld by Jesus (Matthew 28:20).
Matthew’s community would either die out alto-
gether or be lost to history, but it perhaps merged
with the Ebionites, founded by Jesus’ brother
James.
16）True, some Dead Sea Scrolls, particularly one
dated to the first century BCE, revolved around--
or were even written by--the “Teacher of Right-
eousness” (Moreh ha-Tsedek), who would lead the
righteous against wicked Temple priests. This
view of a hero-Messiah however, who proclaimed
that the ancient Hebrew scriptures foretold of him
(Wise 1999:104-132), was weak, at best, among first
-century Jews.
17）The Nicene Creed, I should add, represented a
minority view at the time it was articulated (Rosen-
berg 1999:7-10).
18）It is fascinating, and telling, to note the differ-
ences in Paul’s attitude toward the two communi-
ties: Galatians and Corinthians. While Paul cursed
and condemned the Galatians for their connection
with such Jewish practices as circumcision, saying
he wished they would emasculate themselves
(Galatians 5:12), he is so much gentler with the Cor-
inthians and their wild spiritual urges. Paul may
have been so much more sympathetic toward
them because they reflected his own spiritual
yearnings and ambitions.
19）Leviticus 19:9-17 (Jewish Publication Society)
shows a few of these obligations: “When you reap
the harvest of your land, you shall not reap all the
way to the edges of your field, or gather the glean-
ings of your harvest. You shall not pick your vine-
yard bare, or gather the fallen fruit of your vine-
yard; you shall leave them for the poor and the
stranger: I the Lord am your God. You shall not
steal; you shall not deal deceitfully or falsely with
one another. You shall not swear falsely by My
name, profaning the name of your God: I am the
Lord. You shall not defraud your fellow. You shall
not commit robbery. The wages of a laborer shall
not remain with you until morning. You shall not
insult the deaf, or place a stumbling block before
the blind. You shall fear your God: I am the Lord.
You shall not render an unfair decision: do not fa-
vor the poor or show deference to the rich; judge
your kinsman fairly. Do not deal basely with your
countrymen. Do not profit by the blood of your fel-
low: I am the Lord. You shall not hate your kins-
folk in your heart. Reprove your kinsman but incur
no guilt because of him. You shall not take venge-
ance or bear a grudge against your countrymen.
Love your fellow as yourself: I am the Lord. You
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shall observe my laws.”
20）Ruth 1:6 “But Ruth replied, ‘Do not urge me to
leave you, to turn back and not follow you. For
wherever you go, I will go; wherever you lodge, I
will lodge; your people shall be my people, and your
God my God.’”
21）Paul addresses issues of ancestors in the mixed
congregation in his very first letter, dated to about
50 CE, 1 Thessalonians 4:12-18: “But we do not
want you to be uninformed, brethren, about those
who are asleep (have died), so that you will not
grieve as do the rest who have no hope. For if we
believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so God
will bring with Him those who have fallen asleep in
Jesus. For this we say to you by the word of the
Lord, that we who are alive and remain until the
coming of the Lord, will not precede those who
have fallen asleep. For the Lord Himself will de-
scend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of
the archangel and with the trumpet of God, and the
dead in Christ will rise first. Then we who are alive
and remain will be caught up together with them
in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air, and so we
shall always be with the Lord. Comfort one another
with these words.” Since this was written in about
50 CE, perhaps fifteen to twenty years after those
Paul was addressing first embraced the faith, the
expression “those who have fallen asleep in Jesus,”
could mean those family members who embraced
the faith that have died. It is possible, though, that
the members may have brought their beloved
dead into the faith through a kind of ritual Paul re-
ferred to in 1 Corinthians 15:29. While this is only
speculation, we see Paul addressing a Greco-
Roman concern: What about our beloved dead?
What will happen to them?
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